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PREFACE

As the work of our nation becomes more and more technical, even jobs that have

typically been filled by individuals with limited skills and education now require workers
with 'c academic mapetence. Thus, helping Its develop this potence has sur-
f ced as a major concern for educators, one that requires a collaborative commitment of
both occupational and academic faculty. Preparing today's students without academic ba-
sics can be compared to attempting to use a ear without fuel or, in times past, a carriage
without a horse. Both college bound and noncollege bound students need occupational as

well as academic preparation to meet workplace demands.

However, recent educational reforms have, by and large, focused on strengthening

the curriculum and instruction of college bound students, with an ever increasing emphasis

on academic learning. For the half of our students who do not attend college, often re-
ferred to as the "forgotten half," job requirements are continually rising. For example, the

June 26, 1989 issue of U.S. News and World Report reports that an auto mechanic in

1965 needed to read and understand five thousand pages of aervice manual text to fix any

automobile; today, the same mechanic must be able to decipher and use four hundred and

sixty-five thousand pages of technical text. As noted in the article, strengthening the aca-

demic preparation of the forgotten half of our students is critical since our ". . economy

will depend as much on the contributions of this less schooled group of workers as it will

on the nations software programmers and rocket scientists."

The need for combining academic and occupational preparation for individuals in

our workforce is becoming abundantly clear and surfaces over and over in current litera-

ture. Further, the concept of integrating occupational and academic education is a major

premise of the recently passed reauthorization of the Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education

Act Thus, these Forum proceedings feature papers from a number of individuals who

have spearheaded exemplary programs that do, in fact, integrate occupational and academic

education. In addition, future subject matter of vocational education is examined.

B. June Schmidt
Principal Investigator
In-Service
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IMPROVING THE COLLABORATION OF VOCATIONAL
AND ACADEMIC EDUCATORS

Thomas R. Owens
Associate Program Director

Education and Work ram
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

The challenges facing American education todai have been described clearly in nu-

merous reports dealing with school reform ever since A Nation at Risk in 1983. One of the

latest to state the challenge from an international perspective is the recent report by the

American Society for Training and Development entitled Training America: Learning to

Work for the 21st Century. The report states that

Our school systems teach too few of to y s most necessary work skills,
and the teaching is too far removed from its application to real work.
Moreover, the education system does not provide adequate work skills to
the sixty-nne percent of students who do not go on to college. Of these,
many fall completely from the life and prosperity of the nation because that
nation has not prepared them to participate. (p. 2)

Overview

This presentation focuses on challenges existing in secondary education; the need to

integrate academic and vocational education; a framework for viewing collaboration; some

barriers and factors that facili te collaboration; examples of effective practices; and recom-

mendations for local, state, and national leaders, as well as for teacher educators.

The Need

In a recent study of eight hundred and ninety-three vocational classrooms in one

hundred and twenty high schools across twenty-four states (Weber, Puleo, & Kurth,

1989), it was found that although basic academic skills were observed as part of the ongo-

ing instruction in sixty-two percent of the cases, explicit attempts to enhance basic skills

were noted in only two percent of the cases. The recently leted N Assessment

of Vocational Education (Wirt, Muraskin, Goodwin, & Meyer, 1989) concluded that "an

objective of federal policy in vocational education should be to encourage the expansion of

1



academic learning in vocational education and the integration of academic and vocational

curricula' (p.83)

Framework

A conceptual framework will be presented that identifies factors that influence co-

don between academic and vocational teachers as well as student and teacher benefits

resulting from

Based on case studies conducted by the Northwest Regional Educational
La tory (NWREL), a set of factors have been identified that facilitate or inhibit collabo-

ration between academic and vocational education teachers. These factors will be descn

and illustrated. The three most y mentioned obstacles to collaboration

hers are lack of administrative and community support, lack of adequate time for teach-

ers to prepare together and share experiences, and the lack of training in ways to implement

integration.

1.1 by

Examples

The presentation focuses on examples of e ve ces that have been observed

or reported to facilitate collaboration. Examples include practices at five levels: (I) within

a classroom, (2) between two classes, (3) across a school, (4) beyond the school, and (5)

at the state level.

One approach by NWREL to promoting academic and vocati. integration in
schools and colleges in the Northwest has been an informal Applied Academic Exchange

newsletter designed to inform and build a network of interested educators. This newsletter

is sent to a number of teachers and ft: o'strators in the Northwest states and others around

the nation who request to be on the mailing list. A major part of the Applied Academics

Exchange focuses on new developments and comments re 4.) I g national curricula such as

Principles of Technology and Applied Communications.

2



Recommendations

The presentation concludes with specific recommendations at the district, state, and
national levels. For example, at the local level we recommend that teams of emic and
vocational educators be encouraged to use professional development days for exploring lo-
cal employer sites to learn of changes in the w kplace and of industrial examples to apply
in their classrooms.

Colleges teaching educational courses need to assure that master teachers
and administrators are being in skills of helping vocational F. academic teachers to
work together. An understanding of change theory, conflict resolution, and team work
skills is becoming essential and should be reflected in certification criteria.

States can play a major role in encouraging innovative and effective appli curric-
ula by approving such curricula for vocational credit. In cases such as lied math where
there is adequate academic content, they can also encourage districts to award math credit
for students completing such courses.

The Clearinghouse on Adult and Vocational Education has initiated an ERIC syn-
thesis report on integrating academic and vocational education which should be useful to
the field. This clearinghouse could also initiate a multi-year effm to collect dis-
seminate reports and promising practices in this area.
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SUBJECT MATTER OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION:
A LOOK TOWARD THE FUTURE

George H. Copa
Prof r and Chairperson

Department of Vocational and Technical Education
University of Minnesota

Vocational education means education that is focused toward vocational devel-

opment. It is a major component of human level;,.,. ent. Other components of human
development include academic, social, and personal develo These latter components

can have TL bearing on vocational development and vice versa. kutdemic development is

foundational to vocational, social, and personal development. All of these components

overlap in significant ways, calling for an integration of experiences designed to enhance

learning.

The capacity for vocational responsibilities is the focus of vocational development.

Vocational roles and responsibilities e ally imply those characterized by a commitment

to improving the state of affairs in thew lace and at home through the services and
acts being provided or I uced. Full achievement of human potential in the ability to

perform vocational responsibilities is critical to our social and economic progress.

A vocational development perspective includes attention to both short term (i.e., in-

uctory skills) and long term (i.e., a continuation of the learning process) n s.

Vocational responsibilities include the full range of work (i .e., paid and unpaid, unskilled

to very skilled) and family (i.e., child to dparent) roles. Vocational responsibilities in-

clude the ability and desire to change work and family environments to enhance their
effectiveness.

Uniquen, of Vocational Education

Learning that enhances vocational

pre-kindergarten, elementary, secondary, and

malty gs. The de of voca

vary from general to spacific and tangential to central.

5
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vocational development. However, for some educational ex' 'ences (i.e., those typically

labeled professional, technical, and vocational education), the focus towards tion

for voca responsibilities is re central

Since vocational development is a component of human development, vocational

al Lion should be a pan of everyone's on n . Some aspects of voc ti l

education would be the same for all individuals while, at the i levels, a n

don to vocati ucation would be common, but its curricular tent would be different

g on the vocational responsibilities of interest to the individual.tAsgo.'

Content of V ..v tional Education

The content of vocational education is made up of the learning which e. le suc-

cess in resolving problems encountered in performing vocational responsibilities. Since

vocational responsibilities consist for the most part of work and family responsibilities, the

problems of most interest are those that are continuously encountered in work and family

life. Having identified these concerns, the content of vocational education is the learning

that enhances their successful resolution.

The following is a tentative categorization of the problems encountered in taking

vocational responsibilities (the listing is ten ve because no time e taxonomy has been

found in the lit rue):
4,

Understanding work and family fife.
Anticipating and g sense out of the lens encountered at work and at

home (i.e., How does work and the family fi. into our culture? Why does this

blem have to be dealt with now? What is the state of affairs in the

workplace and at home? What is the preawn state of affairs?).

2. Rights and responsibilities in work and family life.
Distribution of power authority encountered in and f y life (i.e., What

are my responsibilities at work and at home? What rights should I have?).

6 0



3. Relationships in work and family life.
Interrelationships among individuals in
ref s f to 9 How should I relate io su f:117

Technology in work a family life.
ng with technology d technological change and fancily 1.

o should I cope with technological change at w k and home? Is this tech-
nology helpful?).

z

f
yes?).

y life (i.e., Now should I

Generic work and family life specific competence.
Concerns which a r e p a'untl in nature, but ss v s vocational re-

sponsibilities (i.e., problem solving, communications, learning to learn, computa-

tion, creative thinking, leadership).

6. Work and family life specific competence.
Concerns which are procedural in ture, but

sponsibilities (i.e., adjusting a carburetor to an automobile mechanic,

get sty ement to an accountant, disci g a child to a parent).

c to selected vocational re-

aming a

7. M raging work and family life.
M ging one's own work and family life (i.e., selecting pref

using resources ap atcly, consi g n changes).

f lifestyle,

These categories of concerns eneountenatl in vocational life ap over and over

again. Specific problems e resolved, only to develop again as individual interests and

change. Hopefully, through life experience and continuing vocational education,

individuals will me more competent in resolving in each category.

The 'fic learning content of vocational education is la ntified by starting with

the vocational responsibilities and roles, identifying the zoncems g to be addressed,

and "backing into" the needed learning to resolve lest ganeerns. As such, the content of

vocational education "backs into" the various academic disciplines and professional fields

of y. The relationship to the .11)C p # 'sea, the foundational etan t of
v ti education and the relationship to the professional fields of study provides its

specialized content. The foundational and specialized content is intn ted around the

7 11



following components of problem solving: w , contest, alternatives, consequences,

jud dons.

Methods of V ti rnal Educztion,

The of vocational education stress s 'nom g about difficult

have consequences in the text of vocational responsibiliti Attention is

don of y c skills (i.e., communications and putation) higher

order skills (i.e., decision g and creative g), which require experiential activi-

ties. A facility t em solving is a central, valued end to be encouraged through voca-

education. As noted earlier, learning oecurs in a variety of settings itncluding home,

place, and in the wider community. The content and

education interact synergistically thereby
st. ering the curriculum of vocational educe

g don

Structure of tional Education

thod of vocational

vial and limiting in

The educational process must be structured so that mg which focuses on work

and f y life does not smitify individuals economically or socially. A powerful means

for pinventin s 'fi u is sine that vocational education is

ucation of all individuals and that it ves status to all levels of vocational responsibil-

ity. This aim will be cularly cult all ti sibilities are not given

ual status in our culture.

In order to prevent "ballooning" of the content of vocational education to the point

where it does not fit in a given learning environment, it must be ap ely articulated

with learning which has come before and which will come after, and integrated with other

learning which is occurring at the same time. In the process of articulation and integration,

care must be taken so as to insure the integrity of vocational education as a unique area of

study. At all times, the structure must t vocational edu don is part 4 f the
mutant" of education.



STRENGTHENING ACAD7,MIC COMPETENCIES OF
VOCATIONAL STUDENTS IN WEST VXRGINIA

Clarence L urdette
President

Human Resources Development and
Training ternati el, Inc.

Re State Director of Voce al Ed
West Virginia

The period of the 1970s and up through the early 1980s was a period of rapid de-

ve nt for vocational education in West Virginia. It was a 'od of numerous con
strucdon projects, the development and impletnentadon of the competency-based

don concept, the development of a vocational education curriculum and instructionel mate-

rials center for the state, rapidly expanding enrollments, the develrlment of a statewide

netwark, and the improvement of teacher education programs.

In the mid 19 West Virginia vocational education essionals began to recog-

nize that the changing characteristics of the workforce, changes in the economic stability of

the s te, and the continuing and rapid technological changes which were taking place were

creating a tremendous need for change in the vocational education

111

A major effort was begun to involve vocational educators, :4, 4 c educators,

sons from business and industry, and the public in determining the future tion

for vocational technical education in the state. Public forums were in forty-three

locations throughout the state and a twenty-seven member state committee was appointed

by the State Board of Education to assist with this redesign d refocus of vocational

education.

Vocational nistrators, superintendents, principals, counselors,

were surveyed. National and regional studies and position papers were revie

analysis of s te slicks and statistical reports was # c!"

teachers

and

One of the major outcomes of this endeavor was the recognition that vocational ed-

ucation completers would need better academic and j o c skill petencies in to
succeed in the workplace of the future.

9J3



The West Virginia

this n with the publishing

and Adult Edueadon in West

tencies of vocaa t.?

of Education gave darnel tus to the recognition of

for R gn and Refocus of Vv ti Technical

a." A ankor part of this pan focused on the

education students and leters.

a

With on of the vocati ed tors ghout the e in-
to identify hods through which ciency could be increased or im-

proved. A wide variety of approaches were utilized. Efforts were begun to identify spe-

cific mathematics, science, and communications competencies needed in each area of occu-

tional instruction. Many vocational centers added math and English teachers to their
ff, utilizing them to teach those skills to vocational students and to assist vocational

teachers in emphasizing those competencies in their occupational instruction.

One problem which n 1. apparent was the lack of math tency on the
part of vocational ucation teachers. At West Virginia Institute of Technology (wvm, a

her education institution for industrial, 'cal, health occupations, instructors re-

acted quickly to this need. Mathematics classes for vocational teachers were organized

throughout the state. Emphasis was placed on the math skills ed in intlstrial, techni-
cal, and h th occupations, and in helping the vocational teacher to recognize the impor-

tance of capitalizing on the teachable ant for mathematics. In other words, the voca-
anal teacher is helped to recognize that the time to a math skill is wheta it Is ;rti,:s in

the occupational instruction.

Other pproaches to irn g academic skills were also lemented in the state.

Several huna a academic achers were a 'deal training in utilizing instruments of

measurement relative to vocational classes in their math classes and in teaching the math

needed from the practical aspect

The West Virginia t f - on, o'talizing on the computer network

early in place in vocational education centers throughout the state, implemented a

statewide computerized evaluation and instructional ta. called BASE (Basic Academic

Skills for Employment). The computer program allows each student to be tested individ-

ually to detezmin' e the lead of academic proficiency, rid the test score is recorded that

student's individual computes. disk. The t is . instruction in those com-

petencies which the test indicates as deficiencies. The -a has a of the work

10 14



student has done on an individual disk along with the time spent in remediation at any point
in time. Other demic skills pna were purchased by individual sch w 1 systems
throughout the s

Numerous staff development institutes have been conducted throughout to to
assist ta teachers in t. 1 ,'a1, o , g the a , *Ali: I . '' .* %O., rMY.P lit 7mi.$1., skills

of Integra :cadmic skills into vocational instruction. S; ar staff devel Is1st V I .40. ,lit ques

grams have been provi to academic teachers an effort to assist them in incorporating
_aches in teaching academic skills

The West Virginia Board of Education has a policy for identifying voca-
tional education cornpleters which requires that those appropriate and identified academic
courses relative to the student's occupational education programs be completed in order for

a student to qualify a vocational completer. Planning is in ess f the knew
don of both an academic skills and occupational testing requimmeni for vocatioaal
completers.

West Virginia was one of the founding states in the formation :if the Southern
Regional Education Board-State Vocational Education Consortium which has as its goal
improving the communications, mathematics, and science competencies of students en-
rolled in vocational courses. The state has three local sites ci sing in the initiaR
project.

While it is too earl, fax the statewide academic testing 4 u I to show definitive
results, discussions with both vocational and academic teachers and administrators cate
that we are moving significantly toward our goal of railing the academic competency level

and, therefore, the vocational competency level ofour students.



BLUEPRINT FOR CAREER PREPARATION

Robert S. Howell
Director

Division of Vocational, Adult, and Commurgay Eds.; dot
Dori Department of Education

In the Blueprint for Career Pr (Florida 11,- ell, t of ucation, 1989),

Betty Castor, Florida Commissioner of Education, states: "We Faust change the way we do
business in education . . because business is depending on it. In fact, our entire eco-
nomic survival is depending on it" (p. 1).

David Kearns, Chairman of Xerox, supports this: 'The American wo once is

running out of qualifi pie. If current de is %gmphic won c trends continue,
American siness will have to hire a million new workers a year w cannot dg write

or count" (Florida Department of Education, p. 2).

Education and economicsthey are intertwin . and interde ' t. Never be-
fore has it been more important to recognize the relationship between the way we educage

our young people and the future jobs av e. These jobs will call for persons who can
read, write, co pate, unicate, and und4....4, z the kvolace.

What is the Blueprint for Career Preparation?

The Blueprint is the new direction in which we to go. Just as a builder 17 xis

a blue t before starting construction, an en .; as large as education in Fl da s

a uhpified vision of where it is heading. This Blueprint provides that vision.

It is designer to ft.01 the increasing gap between emerging job requirements and

the ability of Florida's workforce to meet them. It is designed to prepare students for the

world of work, a competitive global marketplace that is changing everyday. It is desi

to enable all high school graduates to get a job.

13
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The driving force behind this Blueprint is a jor policy of the Florida Department

tion aiv ',ed in the following

S nts graduatingliom Florida's public schools shall be
gin a career and continue their tion at a postsecon

community college, university. (p. 9)

le ev e

get there.

be-
technical

of be achie quickly, this B t describes the steps to

Why Do We N d Change?

The evidence is overwhelming. Scores of business public ons and research doc-

uments conclude that America is losing its .. tive edge in a economy. The rea-

son: A workforce unpre for the changing lace.

If recent trends continue, up to three-quarters of the new employees through the

year will have insufficient verbal and writing skills. The nation is facing a monumen-

tal mismatch between » the ability of Americans to do them. That's because tech-

nology is changing the work required in most jobs, and growth areas will be mainly in

high-skill operations. The tools we use are more complicated, each requiring more flexi-

bility and more knowledge. In ition, we're changing the way work is organized and

wring far more communication skills.

Demographics also have changed. This has had a tremendous impact on Florida's

ability to train the students whose numbers grow every day. Eighty percent of new work-

ers at the turn of the century in Florida will be minorities or women. Young students who

are currently economically or socially disadvan will make up a 1 age portion of tomor-

row's w once.

Unfortunately, corporate America has been forded to spend $200 billion a year on

training and retraining its workforce, and at least $35 billion on remedial training. A third

of Florida's small businesses say that

11 q
their new lioreworkeusually need some remedial train-

ing. Business and industry are 44-

14 17



How Do We Get There?

The Blueprint touches all levels of education, taking the core cuniculum of basic
skills and making it relevant to today's workplace. The key is providing each student with

guidance and opportunity. Schools must integrate academic and vocational education,

making them both meaningful to the student's career development. Curriculum should re-
late to careers, and vice versa. This dins not mean that the teaching of basic skills and
graduation requirements will be changed, or that students must choose between an aca-
demic track or vocational track. The integration of the two approaches means the students

will get both academic and career training. The following six steps to carer preparation are
essential:

1. Begin in kindergarten through fifth grade by developing in students an awareness

of self, the value of work, and exposure to career and technology.

2. By grade six, studentswith the help of their teachers and parentsshould assess

personal aptitudes, abilities, and interests, and relate them to careers. They should

also learn the role of technology in the world of work.

In grades seven and eight, students should set career-oriented goals and develop

four-year career plans for grades nine through twelve. These plans may change as

they are reviewed annually, but they set students on a course and provide a basis

for curriculum selection. Planning also gets parents involved.

4. During high school, a new "Applied Quriculum" will make academic concepts rel-

evant to the workplace, especially in comn3unicati ns, math, and science.
Vocational courses are coordinated with academic instruction.

Students choosing postsecondary programs should be able to successfully gain

employment, advance within their fields, or change occupations. These programs

include vocational technical centers, community colleges, and universities.

15 18



6. Educators should intensify efforts to share information and to involve parents,

businesses, and the entire community in this Partnerships and the in-

volvement of people beyond education are cn 43

Along the way, it is important to evaluate our 4t g gress. We must measure results

through the a 'Ty of future grad w..tes to in the job market and the ability of em-

ployers to find qualified workers. This will be ,..lished through the Florida

Employment Training Placement and Information Program, in the Department of
Education, and the appointment of an external advisory group.

Where Do We Begin?

We have already begun, with twelve Florida school districts and their postsec-

ondary partners commi = to ementing the Blueprint. Fortunately for Florida, the key

elements are already in place. Three major componentssecondary schools, vocational

centers, and community collegesall have programs to prepare Florida's workforce. This

Blueprint proposes no major structural changes within the s3rstern.

But it does propose better coordination, more resources, more training, and a
healthy dose of attitude adjustment among educators concerning the role of schools. The

Department of Education plans to play a leadership role, seeking legislation, expanding

partnerships, and providing technical assistance. This Blueprint proposes activities over

the next six years, including pilot projects, curriculum changes, sc larship programs,

trainin and evaluation.

The education of our children is a serious business. Our state, more than most,

must compete in a world marketplace. Florida's unique composition is a challenge as well

as an opportunity. We're taking on that challenge. Were changing the way we do busi-

ness in edu on because businessand economics - depend on it
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IMPLEMENTING CHANGE FOR STRENGTHENING
ACADEMIC AND VOCATIONAL SKILLS:

PITTSBURGH'S SUCCESSES

Fred Monaco
Director of Career and Vocational Edu tion

Pittsburgh Public Schools

America's urban centers face many similar problems: unemployment, teenage
pregnancy, illiteracy, and rising school dropout rates. Pittsburgh is no exception. As with

other urban areas, many problems arise from a changing economy. As Pittsburgh's steel
mill jobs have disappeared, many dropouts have lost this source of employment and have

found themselves on welfare rolls or in prison. Statistics show that youth from poverty are
three times as likely to drop out of school as nonpuverty youth. Among the Pittsburgh

school district's forty thousand students, more than eighty-seven percent are disadvantaged

enough to qualify for a free or reduced-cost lunch. In spite of these statistics, Pittsburgh

schools have found that potential dropouts can learn valuable job uisition and survival

skills. The learning process is enhanced when the school system, the community, and the

students work together to identify problems and develop solutions. The Pittsburgh voca-
tional programs have been successful, in large part, because of this type of cooperation.

This cooperative effort has provided reinforcement for the notion that if the educational set-

ting encourages students to see the connection between what they're doing in school and

what they might do later in life, more of them may be interested and motivated enough to
stay in school. Pittsburgh has successfully implemented several initiatives which are based

upon this notion If reinforcing related academic and vocational skills. These programs are

listed below:

OASES (Occupational and Academic Skills for the Employment of
Students)

This program is a prevocational training and dropout prevention effort which an-
zes academics while teaching construction theory through hands-on laboratcuy

and community projects.



SET (Select Employment Training)
This is a career develo a nt for at-risk youth. It h

emplary cooperative education effort by the

no as an ex-

: of Education.

High-Tech Magnet
High-Tech et is a Sc inky High Sc 1. The el
begin with basic electricity and progress through ad = , , di tal electronics

enbotics. This program piloted the 0 of infusing a vocatinnal focus in all aca-

demic subject areas. For example, a recent activity involved measuring the school

hallways with a laser. Schenley is a triangular-shaped building permitting mirrors

to be placed for reflection of the laser beam around the interior of the building. The

science class set up the laser and mirrors. The electronics class attached an oscillo-

scope to the laser. When the beam was sent around the hallway, it was viewed on

the oscilloscope, and the wave patterns at the start and at the return were noted.

The difference in the wave patterns was computed by the 'tts class to de-

termine the hallway distances. To verify the distance, the drafting class physically

measured the hallways and drew the floor plan on a CAD system. The English

class wrote the project in a field resort format, I 4 the t,of auter literacy class pre-

pmd the written report on word processors.

Business and Finance Academy
Westinghouse High School's Business aria Finance Academy provides marginal

and disadvan = students with mentors from the business world. The Academy

provides a strong cross-discipline curriculum emphasis on finance, summer and

part-time jobs, and entry level jobs after graduation.

The success of interdisciplinary cooperation is not limited to special programs, but

is evident throughout the school system. For example, at Allderdice High School, the

electronics teacher spent a week teaching scholars physics students how to read a V.O.M.

They had been taught the theory of voltage resistance, but had never proved it practically

until this experience. While the physics students were working with the electronics
teacher, the electronics students were taught electrostatics by the physics teacher.

Over the past several years, programs such as these have resu - in an average of

five thousand students (three-fourths of whom are at-risk and ten percent of whom are
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handicKtped) earning a total of $10

Pi continues to develop new

pro entitled Public Safety A
lice, fire, and a. y work.

per year remaining in school. Even so,

such as tine blishment of an typical vo-

y, which pre youth for careers in

M recently the efforts have involved the New Futures b dative, w <'ch is
sc -community partnership devel as a result of a 3. t from the Anne E, Casey
Foun tion. The initial focus of New Futures is a career initiative which involves the
following:

The Pittsburgh school strict will eliminate the general educ on pro a

graduation option. Students will decide whether to work toward a vocational or an
academic diploma.

Formaliz career education will be infused into all subject curficula in
1 through 12.

The Pittsburgh Promise will fill the ks between the vocational e nces now
available the 4.1 range of work experiences students

These ch s will provide the beginnings of a continuing eff to ensure that
Pi r burgh's s eats have systematic opportunities to see the ways in which education can
be a li in real life situations.
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IMPLEMENTING CHANGE FO STRENGTHENING
ACADEMIC AND VOCATIONAL SKILLS

Ellen S. Ru ell
Univsity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Department of Educational Psychology

My presen as di in two The first is a of a study con-
ducted by the National Center for Research au Vocational Education in which 1 was one of
three researchers who visited schools that have been saceessful in mate g emic and
vocational education. The second is a more -s - c account of the curriculum devel-
opment process at the Chicago High School for Agricultural Sciences, which 1 hel
initiate.

National Center Stuck,/

The research was desi to document key factors in nine urban high schools that

were experiencing s ss both in educating students for specific occupational fields and

for college entrance. The study followed the effective schools research model by identify-
ing successful schools and then describing Ming to find some common characteris-

tics that would be useful in encouraging further development of such programs. New
York, Chicago, and Me . I Y's Angeles were for the study they
large urban centers with significant numbers of disadvantaged minority students and
alarmingly high dropout rates. Nine schools were identified as successful in motivating
students to s w y in school and graduate by integrating a emic and vocational education.

Our research yielded nine factors that seem to be associated with the success of the

schools. We found many, if not all, of these characteristics in the schools we visited:

1 A safe and orderly environment conducive to teaching and learning is
evident.
Many of the schools we visited are located in very depressed urban areas with the
attendant problems of unemployment, drug al abuse, and vandalism. The
schools are islands of order and calmplaces where, is are safe and where

ing can take p vice problems in these schools are minimal.



2. Students and teachers exhibit a n ike attitude which e tes an
atmosphere of constructive energy in the school.
Sty move ugh the hallway! in an orderly ner and with a sense of pnr-

homework is done on time, nts keep well an for

each class. Teachers serve as role models and they have high expectations of stu-

dents. In y ses, students and teac! _rs dress as they would in the work-

lacefor e le, lab is in science 1 and suits in 3.

The school climate is warm and caring.
Teachers and students have mutual respect for one ::er. They descri their

schools as places that nurttne the individual. Principals w many students by

name. Teachers interact with students before and after classes, many teachers

continue to keep in touch with their students after they crate. The leaders in

JR I

Is dve socioemon , here

Lion vind rewards result in high levels of commitment and productivity.
Commitments are reflected in high attendance rates of hers and students, student

en rat in clzsroorn learning, and voluntary participation by teachers and stu-

dents in school-improvement eff

Tate schools have an established adwissi g process based on student
interest in the rear specialty or set of subjects.
These schools have a

each student brings to the

on process 01' recognizes the unique set of experiences

lfr ce into the sc d is a vote of

for the individual. Student interest, not achievement test scores, is the

for admission. As a result, students of all ability levels are enroll s. in

schools.

The schools recognize and accept a dual missionto prei are stud
for an occupation and for college.
These schools offer students a range of choices for life after high sc four-year

college, a professional institute; two-year college; a job with pm or a

combination of college and work. The last optic -3 is an interesting one. To succeed

in college, some low-income and minority students may need the self-confidence

that comes from knowing that one has a set of skills, that one is " at some-

thing." Also, the income a good part-time job can be used to help meet col-

lege costs.
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6. High expectati are intaltaed for all students; grouping by ability
is 'minimized.

sr s try to achieve the American of equal o nity by accepting

ems of all ability levels. Segtegraing ts by 'evasion serves t o lower
expectations of students at the low end of the scale. In these schools, high stan-

t for all students. Ticking of students by ability is eliminated or

7. The curriculum is organized around an industry or a discrete set of
subjects.
Specialization in high schools allows

quential, and comprehensive curriculum and allows articulation between its
offerings and w t is taught in postsecon programs an in on-the-job training.

The specialized high school is better able to afford expensive equipment because it

the benefits of economies of scale. Also, when schools a to the dif-

ferent interests of students, one may postulate that student will display a higher

motivation to study and learn. Likewise, specialized high schools a to the
specialized interests of faculty, and this should c collegiality among faculty

members. Finally, having a single focus also helps the school gain the support of

the industry that identifies with it.

to design a coherent, se-

can

t)ri

The sch Is foster the integration of theory and practice in the
cour of instruction.
In the typical high school, academic d vocational courses are isolated from each

other. In these exemplary schools teachers of "c subjects provide real life

examples of symbolic ideas and mathematical abstractions. Teachers of vocational

subjects use practical applications to teach th . The transferability of skills
learned in school to life outside school is likely to be enhanced a a and prac-

tice are linked.

Strong linkages with business and industry and soa s etimes with
institutions of higher education exist.
Advisory ups are a primary source of linkage between theory and practice

time exemplary schools. Most of the schools have an active advisory committee

composed of business, industry, and (often) univetsity leaders who support the
and offer internships and work experience to 7`he

and power of these a committees cannot be underestimated. These
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ps become vacates for the school, give addce on curriculum matters, and
help teachers d students real connections between school work.

The schools in this study are not "voca nal" high schools in the Donal sense
of c They are mein ,g to blur die lines between vocational and mic vines-
don by providing da career and college pre on for all students. They are defining
V 6 ucadon in a new #t ivA.; way it defined in the

The Chicago High School for Agricultural Sci cgs

In September 19P I hued principal of the newest high school nn
I was given a seven-reorn building (formerly an elementary school) located on a

seventy -moo acre situated at the southwest edge of the city. This land, owned by
the Chicago B of Education, had fr eis known as "Chicago's Last Farm." 1134:611
residents fought to keep it as an ting truck farm when the School =< threatened to
sell it. Their efforts resulted in the Board ei the site as the on for a new high
school. The farm would later become the school's land I tory.

The only other school of this type in the United S tes was the Walter Biddle Saul
High School in 1phia. When I visited that school, the principal gave me a very im-
port t piece of advice. He said, If u do nothing else this year, be sure you set up a
business advisory council." I wen k to Chicago and did just that.

The Agribusiness Advisory Council played a critical tole in the devel : rnt of the
school's curriculum. The thirty-one group consisted of business leaders, univer-

sity faculty and administrators, state and local Board of Education and a t rep-

resentative. Twe student leaders also sat on the council as ex-officio members.

The Council's chairman financed a labor market study in the Chicago arcs that
showed a need for qualified e oyees in food science, horticulture, and agribusiness.
The jobs in food science and agribusiness required applicants to have at least a Bachelor's
degree. The University of Illinois provided us with additional information on national cm-
pl t s in plant blot hnology. man
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require advanced degrees. ndy, the tional vocational school model of prepar-
ing is for entry level ymem after high need to be re-examined.

We then set up su $$ aces of the Advisory Council that teat i who were
selected for the new school could get advice in each of their areas of specialization. In each
subcommittee there were t. c and vocational interacting with business
university experts. For . the Animal Science , tree had Advisory Council
members the Lincoln Park Zoo, the Humane Society, and the University of nlinois,

as well as our biology and agricultural science teachers. Subcommittees began to meet

before the school in August of 1985 and continued to schedule regular meetings

each year as a mechanism for gning, evaluating, i and revising the curriculum.

The Advisory Council recommended that all students be required to take a full pro-

gram in the agricultural sciences in addition to all of the courses they would for col-
lege entry. As a result, we needed to re kour I day. The teachers came up with a

new schedule that would allow students to concentrate on four classes each dayeight

courses each weekby implanenting a college-type schedule of double period courses
meeting on alternate days. Eliminating study 14 ''s= and shortening the lunch period also
allowed students to more classes.

Students of all ability levels attend the Chicago High School for Agricultural
Sciences. M y ' that some

the demands of a $ that required all students to

cational courses. As a result, the counselor paid close attention to student progress each
ten-week marking period and provided peer tutoring and other s help to e having

difficulty. In some cases students were allowed to drop a difficult course and take it during

the summer when they d focus on it alone.

would have i° Ity meeting

college preparatory vo-

All students who graduate tha high have a multi of options avail-
able to them. Over seventy percent of the June 1989

ing class) are now enrolled in postsecondary education.

uates (the schoes first ,uat-

The key to integrating vocational and academic education at my school was the ac-

tive Advisory Council and the willingness of academic and voca teachers to be
innovative and to work Teachers met ea plan curricular offerings at weekly
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inservice meetings and at Advisory Council subcommittee

University of Illinois s o' es ties for in

visit agribusiness sites and laboratories.

S t miner trips to

as well

The schools in the National y (which the chi
for Agricultural Sciences) are redefining vocational education. Educators in these schools

realize that the world is changing rapidly and the occupational needs of the future will re-

quire students to obtain additional formal education as well as on-the-job training.
Traditi definitions of vocational education as tion for level yment

too narrow and limiting for the -. le who teach and the students who learn in these class-

rooms. Polic ers must join the schools in this endeavor to develop and disseminate

more appro definitions of vocati education for the 1 and the ty
first century.

10.

Schools that are integrating career and college preparatory education often have
longer than n school days. Funds are sup lengthened days, as well as

to provide time for faculty to meet and plan together.

Successful schools such as these resources more control over deei-

affect classroom learning. Principals need to be able to interview and select their

hire part- its it4 teac for %wad

for staff development within industry for both acad
La torie equipment must be nail), ;lb ;

classes, and 14 I' I I I ti

1

eS

c and occupational teachers.

Teachers and is must ac-

tively p cipate in the decision making processes in their schools. Often the support for

such change and for innovative schools and programs is lacking at higher levels of
matron. bureaucratic structures at the local and state levels

bit the generation d new was unique solutions to

Funding initiatives should support and encourage innovation.
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